Introduction
The design of radiant enclosure geometry is a challenging problem often encountered in the field of thermal engineering. Enclosure geometry is an important consideration in almost every design problem involving radiant enclosures, and in particular those that contain specularly-reflecting surfaces. Common examples include solar concentrating collectors and light boxes for illumination applications.
Traditionally, the enclosure geometry is designed using a forward ''trial-and-error'' methodology. First, the designer poses a candidate enclosure geometry and then evaluates it by performing an analysis. If this enclosure design does not satisfy the problem requirements, the designer modifies the design according to his or her experience and intuition and repeats the analysis. This process continues until a satisfactory solution to the design problem is identified. Usually, this requires many iterations, and consequently a substantial amount of design time. Furthermore, while the final solution may be satisfactory, it is rarely optimal.
Recently, optimization techniques have been adapted to design radiant enclosures. The procedure is as follows: first, an objective ͑or ''cost''͒ function, F(⌽), is defined so that the minimum of the objective function corresponds to the ideal design outcome. The objective function depends on a set of design parameters contained in the vector ⌽ that control the enclosure configuration. Specialized numerical algorithms are then employed to minimize the objective function through successive iteration. The total number of iterations required by the design process is limited by making intelligent changes to the design parameters at each step, based on the local objective function curvature. Consequently, far fewer iterations are required to solve the design problem compared with the forward methodology, and the final solution is usually near optimal.
Enclosure geometry is one of the most important considerations when designing enclosures that contain specular surfaces; accordingly, most literature dealing with enclosure geometry design has focused on this class of problem. Non-imaging optics techniques are among the most widely used methods for optimizing the geometry of enclosures containing specular surfaces ͓1͔. The most common of these techniques is the edge-ray method, which uses a complex mathematical procedure based on analytical geometry and calculus to determine the optimal shape of reflector surfaces, and is often applied to design concentrators that have the highestpossible radiant heat flux concentration ratios between entrance and exit apertures. Güven ͓2͔ also presented a semi-analytical method for designing collector geometries. In this method, the optimal collector shape is found by deriving an analytical expression for the intercept factor ͑defined as the fraction of the reflected radiation that reaches the receiver͒, which is then maximized by taking the derivatives with respect to two geometric parameters and setting these equal to zero. While these techniques are very powerful design tools, they can only be used to treat a narrow class of enclosure geometry and do not account for surfaces properties that have both diffuse and specular components. Moreover, the designer must possess specialized mathematical knowledge in order to carry out these analyses.
Numerical simulation has been extensively used to design radiant enclosures containing specular surfaces. Most simulations are based on a Monte Carlo ray-tracing method, which can treat very complex problems and is also very straightforward to implement. Ryan et al. ͓3͔ used a Monte Carlo technique to analyze a cylindrical solar collector, and drew general conclusions about the collector configuration based on a series of univariate parametric studies. Mushaweck et al. ͓4͔ calculated optical reflector shapes for non-tracking parabolic trough collectors. The reflector shape was set equal to the idealized edge-ray solution, which in turn is a function of the upper and lower acceptance angles of the reflector. The ideal collector configuration was then found by plotting the average utilizable power over a rectangular domain defined by the maximum and minimum values of the acceptance angles. Although numerical simulation techniques can treat a more extensive set of problems than those based on analytical solutions, both of the above studies relied on primitive optimization algorithms that required a substantial amount of design time and also restricted the number of design parameters that could be considered in the analysis.
A more sophisticated optimization approach is described by Ashdown ͓5͔, in which a ray-tracing technique used to simulate illumination within an enclosure is coupled with a genetic algorithm that searches for the globally optimum enclosure geometry. Genetic algorithms mimic natural selection as it occurs in nature. This class of algorithms generates new designs by ''mating'' pairs of previously generated designs and by ''mutating'' existing designs. The designs that perform well are favored in the mating process, and after many generations, a near-optimum solution is usually found. This paper presents an optimization method for determining the enclosure configuration that produces a desired heat flux and temperature distribution over a region of the enclosure surface, called the design surface. This class of problem is commonly encountered when the radiant enclosure is part of a heat treatment process; for example, the design surface may consist of food products that need to be baked or a coated surface that needs to be dried or cured. In this method, a Monte Carlo technique based on exchange factors is used to calculate the boundary conditions over the design surface, while the objective function is minimized using the Kiefer-Wolfowitz method, a gradient-based technique that is well-suited for optimizing stochastic systems in which analytical gradient estimates are not available. Finally, the procedure is demonstrated by applying it to design two two-dimensional radiant enclosures containing both diffuse and specularly reflecting surfaces.
Gradient-Based Optimization
Optimization methods work by solving the well-posed forward ͑or explicit͒ design problem through successive iteration. Unlike the ''trial-and-error'' design methodology, which relies solely on the designer's intuition, the optimization methodology uses numerical algorithms to adjust the design configuration at each iteration until the optimum design is identified. In this way, the number of iterations and consequently the time required to design the enclosure is reduced, and the final solution quality is usually much better than that obtained by the trial-and-error design methodology.
The first step of the optimization process is to define an objective function, F(⌽), which quantifies the ''goodness'' of a particular design configuration, in such a way that the minimum of F(⌽) corresponds to the optimal design. The objective function is dependant on a set of variables contained in ⌽, called design parameters, which completely specify the design configuration. The goal, then, is to identify the set of design parameters that minimize F(⌽),
Often, it is also necessary to impose design constraints on ⌽ of the form
which define the domain of ⌽ in n-space, called the feasible region.
Consider the radiant enclosure design problem shown in Fig. 1 . The objective of this problem is to identify the enclosure geometry and heater settings that produce a desired heat flux and temperature distribution over the design surface. This is accomplished by first specifying the temperature distribution over the design surface and then using the heat flux evaluated at N DS discrete locations over the design surface to define the objective function,
with the design parameters in ⌽ specifying the heater settings and enclosure geometry. The heat flux distribution over the design surface that best matches the desired distribution is produced by the design configuration corresponding to ⌽*, which in turn is found by minimizing the objective function defined in Eq. ͑3͒. ͑Alternatively, the heat flux distribution could be specified over the design surface and the temperature distribution could be used to define F(⌽).) Design constraints could also be imposed to limit the size of the enclosure, and to prevent the heat flux distribution over the heater surface from assuming negative values. Many different methods have been developed to minimize the objective function. Gradient-based techniques are commonly employed if the feasible region is convex and the defining objective function and constraints in Eqs. ͑1͒ and ͑2͒ are continuously differentiable. These algorithms find ⌽* iteratively; at the kth iteration, a search direction, p k , is first chosen based on the objective function curvature at ⌽ k . Next, a step size, ␣ k , is found, usually by performing a ''line'' minimization of F(⌽ k ϩ␣ k p k ) with respect to ␣ k using Newton-Raphson, bisection, or golden section routines. Alternatively, the step size can be set equal to a series based on the iteration number, k ͓6͔,
Finally, the new set of design parameters is found by taking a ''step'' in the p k direction,
Gradient-based methods differ on how the search directions are chosen. In the steepest-descent method, the search direction is set equal to the direction of steepest-descent,
where the gradient vector, g(⌽ k ), contains the first-order sensitivities of the objective function to each of the design parameters,
Although this method is the most intuitive of the gradient-based techniques, it is not a popular choice because it only uses firstorder curvature information in the calculation of p k and accordingly has a slower rate of convergence to ⌽*, compared with other higher-order methods. Nevertheless, this method is widely used to optimize stochastic systems, for reasons that will be presented later in this paper.
Solution of the Heat Flux Distribution
In this application, the heat flux distribution over the design surface is estimated using exchange factors calculated by the Monte Carlo method. The Monte Carlo method has been extensively used to analyze many different radiant enclosure problems, and is especially well suited for analyzing enclosures containing specularly-reflecting surfaces. Although the Monte Carlo method Transactions of the ASME has been described extensively in the literature, e.g., ͓7,8͔, it is presented again here to better demonstrate challenges inherent in stochastic optimization. The first step of this method is to discretize the enclosure surface into N elements, with the ith element having area ⌬A i . The emissivity i is known over each element, and either the heat flux, q si , or the temperature, T i , is specified. Assuming a uniform temperature or heat flux distribution over each element and performing an energy balance over the ith element results in the equation
where E bi (⌽)ϭT i 4 (⌽) and F ji (⌽) is the exchange factor from the jth to the ith element, equal to the fraction of the radiant energy emitted by the jth element that is absorbed by the ith element. By applying the reciprocity rule for exchange factors, Eq. ͑8͒ can be rewritten in a more compact form,
Although the analytical solution of the exchange factor is quite tractable for diffuse-walled enclosure problems, this is not the case for enclosures that contain specular surfaces. The exchange factor, F i j (⌽), can be expressed as the expectation of a random variable F i j (⌽,), where contains the three random variables that specify the emission direction and location of a random bundle leaving the ith surface. Theoretically, F i j (⌽) could be found by integrating over the probability distribution governing each i , i.e.,
͑This is, in fact, equivalent to the integration used to calculate view factors between diffuse surfaces.͒ Instead, we use a Monte Carlo simulation to estimate F i j (⌽) in Eq. ͑10͒,
where N bi is the total number of bundles emitted by the ith element, and N bi j is the number of those elements that are absorbed by the jth element. Due to the law of large numbers, the Monte Carlo approximation of E͓F i j (⌽,)͔ becomes exact with probability one as N bi approaches infinity. Since we are restricted to using a finite number of bundles, however, F i j (⌽) contains a random error that propagates throughout the solution. Assume the elements are renumbered so that T i is specified for iϭ1 . . . m and q si is specified for iϭmϩ1 . . . N. Equation ͑9͒ can then be rewritten as
for elements with specified T i , and
for elements where q si is specified. Equations ͑12͒ and ͑13͒ are arranged so the q si and E bi terms on the right-hand sides are known, while those on the left-hand side remain unknown. Writing Eqs. ͑12͒ and ͑13͒ for all the elements results in a system of N equations containing N unknowns, which are rearranged into a matrix equation
where xϭ͕q s1 , . . . ,q sm ,Ẽ bmϩ1 , . . . ,Ẽ bN ͖ T . ͑The dimension of Ã can be reduced by excluding equations that correspond to elements where q s is equal to zero.͒ The Ã matrix is usually wellconditioned, and Eq. ͑14͒ can be solved to yield the heat flux distribution over the design surface.
This heat flux distribution is subject to a random error induced by the sampling error in the exchange factors, as well as a ''bias'' error caused by assuming uniform heat flux and temperature distribution over each surface element. The former error is reduced by increasing the number of bundles emitted by each element, while the latter diminishes with a higher level of grid refinement. Nevertheless, both errors result in a grid-dependent objective function containing a statistical uncertainty, which renders it difficult to optimize.
The magnitude of the random error is estimated by performing a replication procedure. Suppose a total of N bundles bundles is used to calculate the exchange factors throughout the process. A sequence of Monte Carlo simulation is used to estimate p independent sets of the required exchange factors, each using N bundles /p bundles. Each of these sets of exchange factors is then used to find an estimate of the heat flux distribution over the design surface, through Eq. ͑14͒. Performing this procedure for each set of exchange factors results in p independent solutions,
The heat flux at each discrete point over the design surface is then approximated by the average of the p independent solutions,
while the corresponding random error associated with q si (⌽) is estimated from the sample standard deviation,
where i 2 (⌽) is the sample variance of the p measurements, given by
Optimization Procedure
The goal of the optimization process is to minimize the objective function defined by Eq. ͑3͒. In this application, however, the heat flux at each discrete point over the design surface, q s j (⌽), is estimated by q s j (⌽), which in turn is obtained from the Monte Carlo technique presented in the previous section. Accordingly, the objective function is approximated by
This approximation is subject to a sampling error, ␦ 1 (⌽), induced by the statistical uncertainty in q s j (⌽). The sampling error is estimated by ͓9͔
where the terms of the variance-covariance matrix, ⌫͑⌽͒, are defined by
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The uncertainty inherent in the evaluation of F (⌽) makes the optimization of stochastic systems somewhat more complicated than that of deterministic systems, since the ''exact'' value of F(⌽) is unknown. Many methods used to optimize stochastic systems are based on those used to optimize deterministic systems. The KieferWolfowitz method ͓10,11͔ is a gradient-based technique that is often used when an analytical evaluation of the gradient of F (⌽) is not possible. This method is based on the steepest-descent algorithm; at the kth iteration, the step size is found from Eq. ͑4͒, and the search direction is set equal to
where g (⌽ k ) is the second-order central-difference approximation of the gradient vector of F (⌽) at ⌽ k . The pth term of g (⌽ k ) is given by
where e p is the unit vector in the pth direction, and h k is the interval used in the finite-difference approximation at the kth iteration. This estimate contains two sources of error: a bias error,
, due to the truncation of higher-order terms in the finite-difference approximation, and a random error,
, induced by the sampling error in F (⌽ k ). ͑This random error tends to dominate finite difference approximation of higher-order derivatives, which is why steepest-descent is used instead of the Newton and quasi-Newton methods.͒ The bias error is given by ͓12͔
Since the central difference approximation improves with diminishing step size, ␦ 2,p,k (⌽ k ,h k ) decreases as h k becomes small.
Assuming independent estimates of F(⌽ k ϩe p •h k ) and F(⌽ k
Ϫe p •h k ), the random error is found from
and tends to increase as h k becomes small, since decreasing h k does not necessarily decrease the magnitude of the numerator in Eq. ͑24͒. Therefore, it is important to select an intermediate inter-
sufficiently small. One choice is to reduce h k with each successive iteration according to a series similar to Eq. ͑4͒,
Pflug ͓12͔ recommends values of aϭ1 and bϭ1/3 for Eqs. ͑4͒ and ͑25͒, respectively.
Another way of reducing ␦ 3,p,k (⌽ k ,h k ) is to use the same sequence of random numbers ͑common random numbers, ͓13͔͒ to generate both F (⌽ϩe p •h k ) and F (⌽Ϫe p •h k ).
Demonstration of Method
The method described in the previous section is demonstrated by applying it to design two radiant enclosures. In both cases, the goal of the design process is to identify an enclosure geometry that produces a uniform heat-flux distribution over the temperature-specified design surface.
The first enclosure, shown in Fig. 2 , consists of a heater surface, a temperature-specified design surface, and two adiabatic reflector surfaces. The heater and design surfaces are both diffuse and have an emissivity of ϭ1, while the adiabatic surfaces are perfectly specular with a reflectivity ϭ1. A uniform heat input q sHS ϭ1 W/m 2 is maintained over the entire heater surface, while the design surface has an emissive power E bDS ϭ0 W/m 2 . The objective of the problem is to find the enclosure geometry that results in a uniform heat flux of q sDS ϭϪ1 W/m 2 over the design surface, which is done by minimizing the objective function
where ⌽ϭ͕⌽ 1 ,⌽ 2 ͖ T control the x and y-coordinates of the upper left-hand vertex of the enclosure, respectively. The minimum of Eq. ͑26͒ is estimated by performing an unconstrained KieferWolfowitz minimization, starting at ⌽ 0 ϭ͕Ϫ0.5,0.5͖ T . A personal computer with a Pentium III™ 600 MHz processor and 130 MB of RAM was used to perform the minimization.
As previously mentioned, assuming a uniform heat flux and emissive power distribution over each surface element produces discretization errors in the values of q s j (⌽), and accordingly in F (⌽), that diminish with increasing levels of grid refinement. Therefore, it is necessary to perform a grid refinement study prior to the optimization process in order to estimate the discretization error in F (⌽), and to ensure that enough surface elements are used in the analysis. ͑This also helps the designer to choose a suitable convergence criterion, since seeking a value of F (⌽*) smaller than the discretization error is computationally expensive and does not provide further improvement in solution quality.͒
A grid-refinement study performed at ⌽ 0 ϭ͕Ϫ0.5,0.5͖ T is shown in Fig. 3 . A constant ratio of bundles to elements, N bundles /Nϭ2ϫ10 5 , was used to obtain approximately the same sampling error at every level of refinement. An estimate of the grid-independent solution is obtained from the highest level of grid refinement, F ϱ (⌽ 0 )ϷF 2048 (⌽ 0 )ϭ0.1690. The discretization error at the next highest level of grid refinement, Nϭ1024, is then estimated as Ϫ2.74ϫ10 Ϫ4 , or Ϫ1.6 percent of the gridindependent solution.
Next, the effect of the number of bundles on the random error,
, is demonstrated by systematically increasing the number Transactions of the ASME of bundles used to calculate F (⌽ 0 ) for an enclosure with N ϭ1024 discrete surface elements. As shown in Fig. 4 , a powerlaw relationship exists between the number of bundles and the random error,
which is consistent with the 1/ͱN bundles trend predicted by the central limit theorem. Based on the above results, the Kiefer-Wolfowitz minimization was carried out using Nϭ1024 elements. In order to decrease ␦ 1 (⌽ k ) as ⌽ k approaches ⌽*, the number of bundles used in the simulation was increased with each successive iteration according to N bundles ϭA log 10 kϩB,
where Aϭ160ϫ10 6 and Bϭ20ϫ10 6 , chosen based on the results of the grid and bundle refinement studies. The minimization procedure is stopped when
The resulting solution path is shown in Fig. 5 . Eight steps, corresponding to 22 hours of CPU time, were required to identify a local minimum at ⌽*ϭ͕0.0034,0.8547͖ T , with F (⌽*)ϭ2.26 ϫ10 Ϫ4 . The enclosure geometries corresponding to ⌽ 0 and ⌽* are shown in Fig. 6 , while the heat flux distributions over the design surface are shown in Fig. 7 . A grid refinement study performed on F (⌽*) is also shown in Fig. 3 , which demonstrates that a sufficient number of elements were used to identify the local minimum.
The second design problem is shown in Fig. 8 , and is similar to the imaging furnace described by Maruyama ͓14͔. The enclosure consists of a cylindrical heating element surrounded by six reflecting surfaces and a design surface. The heater surface is black and diffuse, and has a specified heat flux of q sHS ϭ1/2R W/m 2 , where the radius of the heater element is Rϭ0.1 m. The design surface has a specified emissive power E bDS ϭ0 W/m 2 and an emissivity of DS ϭ0.6. The reflecting surfaces are adiabatic and are specular-diffuse having the optical properties of polished nickel, with s ϭ0.65, d ϭ0.25, and ϭ0.1 ͓15͔.
The objective of the design problem is to identify the enclosure configuration that most closely produces a heat flux of q sDS target ϭϪ0.5 W/m 2 over the design surface. The enclosure configuration is governed by five design parameters; ⌽ 1 through ⌽ 4 control the orientation of the reflector surfaces, while ⌽ 5 specifies the height of the heater element over the design surface. The optimal configuration is again determined by performing an unconstrained Kiefer-Wolfowitz minimization, starting from ⌽ 0 ϭ͕0.25, 0.75,0.75,1.25,0.5͖ T . The minimization was carried out on a PC workstation with a Pentium OHM™ 2 GHz processor and 1000 MB of RAM.
Based on the results of a grid refinement study performed at ⌽ 0 , 1024 surface elements were again used throughout the minimization process. A bundle refinement study performed at ⌽ 0 was used to select values for A and B in Eq. ͑27͒ equal to 6ϫ10 6 and 5ϫ10 5 , respectively. The minimization procedure was stopped when
Eighteen steps and forty hours of CPU time were required to identify a local minimum at ⌽*ϭ͕0.2982,0.6980,0.7600,1.3935, 0.5588͖
T with F (⌽*)ϭ7.87ϫ10 Ϫ5 . The initial and final enclosure configurations are shown in Fig. 9 , while the corresponding heat flux distributions are shown in Fig. 10 .
One of the drawbacks of gradient-based minimization is that only one local minimum can be detected during a single minimization process. For example, it is clear from Fig. 5 that multiple local minima exist, and an alternate local minimum might have been detected if a different set of initial design parameters were chosen. The simplest remedy to this problem is to carry out multiple minimizations, each time starting from a different ⌽ 0 . Although sophisticated multistart heuristic algorithms use this approach in an attempt to locate the global minimum ͑e.g., ͓16͔͒, the CPU time associated with performing multiple local minimizations in this setting makes their application computationally intractable.
Conclusions and Future Work
Until recently, radiant enclosure geometry has almost exclusively been designed using a forward ''trial-and-error'' design methodology. This work describes an optimization methodology that facilitates the design of radiant enclosures containing specular surfaces; it requires far less design time, and the solution quality is usually much better than that obtained using the forward design methodology. In the optimization methodology, the primal problem is solved using a Monte Carlo technique based on exchange factors, and the optimization is carried out using the KieferWolfowitz method. The latter method is specialized for optimizing stochastic systems and is well suited to accommodate the random error inherent in the Monte Carlo technique. This methodology was successfully implemented to design the geometry of two twodimensional radiant enclosures containing specularly-reflecting surfaces.
Nomenclature a ϭ step size coefficient, Eq. ͑4͒ A ϭ coefficient matrix for heat flux equation, Eq. ͑13͒ A ϭ coefficient for determining N bundles,k , Eq. ͑27͒ b ϭ interval length coefficient, Eq. ͑23͒ b ϭ right-hand vector for heat-flux equation B ϭ constant for determining N bundles,k , Eq. ͑27͒ Transactions of the ASME c i ϭ design constraint e p ϭ unit vector in the pth direction E͓ ͔ ϭ expectation function E bi ϭ T i 4 , W/m 2 %EI ϭ energy imbalance, Eq. ͑25͒ F(⌽) ϭ objective function F i j ϭ exchange factor between ith and jth surface elements g(⌽) ϭ gradient vector h k ϭ interval length for central-difference approximation at the kth iteration k ϭ iteration number n ϭ number of design parameters N ϭ number of finite surface elements N bundles ϭ number of bundles used in Monte Carlo simulation N DS ϭ number of surface elements on design surface p ϭ number of independent solutions used to estimate
